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4
This paper describes a new two-dimensional model of the stratosphere and the mesosphere
in which dynamics, radiation and chemistry axe treated interactively. The transport equations
axe expressed in the transformed Eulerian fraxnework. Momentum deposition associated with
Rossby wave absorption and gravity wave breaking and related eddy diffusion coefficients are
paxaxneterized as a function of the mean zonal state of the atmosphere. Diabatic heating
and cooling is derived from the detailed National Center for Atmospheric Reseaxch community
climate model radiative code. The distributions of chemically active species belonging to the
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and chlorine families axe calculated for present-day conditions. By
applying neax the tropopause a different dynamical forcing in each hemisphere, the model produces

significanthemisphericasymmetriesin dynamical quantities (e.g., temperature) and trace gas
densities(e.g., columnozone),in goodagreementwith climatological
values.It is shownthat the
calculated distributions of sourcegases,suchas nitrous oxide and methane, axe very sensitive to the

calculated(and pararneterized)dynamicalquantitiesand that speciesproducedin the atmosphere,
like carbon monoxide and odd nitrogen, can provide interesting information on the role of
atmospheric transport. A major problem that remains to be elucidated is the underestimation
by most models of the ozone density in the upper stratosphere. Because of the many feedback
mechaaftsmsincluded in its formulation, the model is well adapted to study the effectsof human or
natural perturbations. The responseof the atmosphereto perturbations resulting from increasing
emissions of CO2 and chlorofluorocaxbons is considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional chemical transport models have been
extensively developed in the last 2 decades to study the
behavior, as a function of latitude and height, of atmospheric trace species. These models provide useful information on the zonally averaged distribution and the•
sources and sinks as well as the meridional transport of
these chemically active constituents. One advantage of
two-dimensional

formulations

over

one-dimensional

mod-

[ReedandGerman,1965;Gudiksen
et al., 1968].According
to the noninteractionand nontransporttheorems(see,for
example,Andrewset al., [1987]for a discussion),
however,
the transport by the Eulerian mean kirculationand by
the large-scale
eddiesnearly cancel,so that inaccuracies
in the specifieddiffusivitieslead to •ignificant errors in
the determination of the net transport.
The assumption that eddy transport can be properly
modeled by a simple diffusion law was questioned, for

els is their ability to represent the effects of dynamics example, by Mahlraan [1975], who found from a genin redistributing constituents in the meridional plane. A eral circulationmodel (GCM) study that the eddy flux
difficult problem, however, in representing zonally aver- is not always diffusive in nature and that some of the
aged distributions arises from the nature of stratospheric assumptionsmade by Reedand German [1965] regarding
transport, which is due in large part to planetary waves the conservative nature of the species, the particle traand is thus three-dimensional by essence. In the so-called jectory and the mean slope of the mixing surfaces are

Eulerian models, the mass and energy fluxes are separated into a component involving the zonally averaged
meridional winds and a component associated with the
eddies, i.e., the departure of the variables from their zonal
mean. The contribution by the eddies requires additional
information through a closure relation by which the eddy
transport of quasi-conservative tracer is specified in terms

dubious. Solving the eddy perturbation equations with

the linear wave approximation,it was found (see,for example, Plumb [1979], Pyle and Rogers[1980b],Matsuno
[1980])that the flux-gradientrelationsuggested
by Reed

and German can be retained but that the eddy tensor
can be separated into a symmetric and an antisymmetric
component. The latter, advective in character, dependson
of the gradient of their mixing ratios (based on hnear the mean parcel displacement and, if combined with the
theory assumptions). In the two-dimensionalmodels of mean meridional circulation, provides an effective transthe first generation, the mean circulation is prescribed, port circulation. The former, which is a dispersivecomand the mixing coefficients are specified and are based ponent, is determined by the time variation of the parcel
on a mixing length hypothesis;their values are generally displacement(transienteddies)and by the photochemical
obtained from studies on the dispersionof nuclear debris relaxationrate (chemicaleddies). Dunkerton[1978]sug-

gestedthat the transformedEulerianmean (TEM) circulation (residualcirculation)(•*, W*) definedby Andrews
and Mcintyre [1976]and Boyd [1976]
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where(•, W) represents
the Eulerianmean(EM) circulation (seethe notationsectionfor otherdefinitions)
would
account for essentially all the mass and energy transport
and be similar to the diabatic circulation proposed earlier

where

1• Oy
0 (7cos
4)
cos

(5)

by Brewer[1949],Dobson[1956],and Murgatroydand Sin- is the absolute vorticity and where
gleton [1961] and to the Lagrangianmean circulationof
air parcels. In the two-dimensionalmodels developedfollowing the TEM theory, basedon a global advectivetransport circulation [e.g., Garcia and Solomon,1983; Guthrie
et al., 1984; Stordal, 1985], eddy diffusivitieswere nevertheless added in the thermodynamic and trace species
continuity equations to account for transient and dissipative processeswhich are expected to become important
especiallyin winter. The magnitude of the eddy diffusivities required by these models is approximately an order of

7 = f q- 27

tan•b

(6)

The other variables are defined in the notation

section.

The eddy heat flux divergenceD0 expressedby

=- o-T
• Oow,S,
+ o•/oz
•,o,

(•)

magnitude smaller than in the classicalEulerian models. is generally small except where transienceand dissipation
In this formulation, the values of the eddy diffusivity are is important, for example, in the mesosphere, where
usually specified empirically, and the relationships among gravity wave breaking can cause a substantial downward
dissipation mechanisms, the distribution of wave absorp- heat flux. The wave driving F is assumedto be due to

whichcan
tion, and irreversible mixing are therefore ignored. In the Rossby(FR) and gravity(Fg) wavedissipation,
be
expressed
by
the
divergence
of
wave
activity
flux (or
most recent models however, these processesare determined

in a consistent

Eliassen-Palm(EP) flux E)

manner.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a twodimensional

model formulated

in transformed

Eulerian

co-

1

•=•n+ • = oo• cos
4,v.r

(s)

ordinates, in which chemical, radiative, and dynamical
processesare treated interactively, and to present results where the meridional and vertical componentsof E are
obtained regarding the present-day and the perturbed atmosphere. The model includes a detailed radiative scheme
which derives the diabatic heating rates consistentlywith
O0/Oz
calculated distributions of temperature and trace species
densities. Calculated wave driving and eddy mixing coefficients resulting from gravity and Rossby wave absorption
vary with the evolving distribution of the mean zonal
wind. Through the large number of interactive processes
included, the model is particularly adapted to the study Equations(1) to (4) can be combinedto give a diagnostic
of feedbackmechanismsregulating the middle atmosphere equationfor the mean meridionalstream function [Garcia
and Solomon,1983]
when natural or man-made perturbations are produced.

Ey
=po
acosqS
[O•'/Oz
v'O'
--u'v'](9a)
M/Oz - .,w,

%Y•j•+%•OyOz ••+%•+c,•

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

(9•)

= c• cos
•
(10)

œ.1. Dynamics

where the •velocity" stream function X •nd the "m•ss"
The model,whichis usedin the presentstudy,extends stream functions • •re related to the components of the
from pole to pole with a latitudinal resolution of 5o and mean meridionM velocity by
from the surface to 85 km with a vertical resolution

of I km. The potential temperature and the chemical
species are advected by the transformed Eulerian mean

_.
v .......
• o(OoX)- po cos
• 40z
po cos 40z

(11a)

meridionalcirculationin log-pressure
coordinates,
whichis
forcedby spatialgradients
in wavedrivingandthe related

_.
• o(ooX)po cos
• 40y
w ....
po cos 40y

(11b)

net radiativeheating.The dynamical
fields(•, •*, •*, 0)
are obtainedfrom the thermodynamic,
zonalmomentum,
masscontinuity and thermal wind equations

00 •. •0

0

•--(•*
cos 40y

cos
4)+ ••(•o•*)
• 0
07

•

(7F is a function of the meridional gradient of the
(1) term
heating rate and the vertical gradient of the momentum

(2)
=o

0 -- - Do)+ fOF
C•,= •R•yy(Q
•

(12)

Giventhe forcingterm (to be describedshortly),previous
valuesof 0 (or T) and7, and the boundaryconditions
(X

g 00

= -• o-•

%, ana O•)

torque associatedwith wave breaking:

07_,

Ot rt•* q-•zzw --F

I

O•,

are functions of the mean zonal wind and temperature

distributions[Garcia and Solomon,1983], and the forcing

•0 --

O--•+•-•+•*•z = Q+D8
07

the equationcoefficients(Cry, %•,

(4)

= 0 at the poles, Ox/Oz = 0 at the top and a specified
value at the lower limit), equation(10) is solvedby a
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Aside from the influence of the 15-km boundary condition, the dynamical system is kept from radiative equi-

--

libriumconditions
(7* - •* - 0;• - 0) throughmomen-

-

tum deposition associated with wave dissipation. In the
present version of the model, only the effects of gravity
waves and of Rossby waves are taken into account. The
effect of equatorial waves will be included in a further
developed version of the code in order to study additional
large-scalephenomena such as the semiannual and the
quasi-biennial oscillation of the atmosphere.
The contribution of gravity waves is parameterized

3O

EQ

30

by the schemeproposedby Lindzen [1981] and Holton
[1982] and adopted by Garcia and Solomon[1985]. In

60

this scheme, zonally traveling waves break when their

90S-' ' ,, i I • •, •, !,,,
12/23

3/18

6/17

] • I • [ t [ t I9/20

12/18

DATE

amplitudes
become
solargethattheybecome
convectively

unstable. Momentum deposition above the breaking level

tends to accelerate(or decelerate)the zonal wind speed
• toward the zonal phase speed c of the wave. In the

Fig.1. Transformed
Eulerian
mean
vertical
velocity
(inmillime-regionbetween
thebreaking
levelzbandthecriticallevel

ters
per
specified
atand
iS-kin
altitude
(tropospheric
forc• -ing),
asasecond)
function
oflatitude
season.
Contour
interval:
0.16 zc (where
mm/s.

to a constant profile by convective turbulence. The body
force

classical alternating direction method and provides the
transformed

c), wave
amplitudes
areassumed
tocease

their exponential
growthwith altitudeand are reduced

Eulerian

mean

meridional

transferred

from

the

waves

to the

local

mean

flow

is given by

circulation.

(13)

For the calculations of the dynamical quantities, the
lower boundary is located at 15-km altitude where the

verticalvelocity
is specified
asshown
in Figure1. (This in the rangezb < z < ze, wherethe breaking
levelis
condition,
whichsimulates
the dynamical
forcingfrom determined
by
the troposphere, is equivalent to a specified value of the

of
mass
and
energy
transport
bythe
residual
circulation zb
=3HIn [c-•[
stream
function
X.)
Below
15
km,
where
the
formulation

(14)

is not straightforward because of the large transient
and dissipative effects, the stream function is specified and where H is the scale height. Parameters B and •,

as a "return flow" to close up the two stratospheric which representwave propertiesat 15 km (see,for exammeridionalcells. Sensitivitycalculationshave shownthat ple, Brasseurand Hitchman[1987]) are specifiedin Table
the structure of the temperature field as well as the
slope of the mixing ratio isolines of the tracers in the
lower stratosphere is very sensitive to the strength of
the circulation specified at 15 km. For example, the
temperature minimum at the tropical tropopausechanges

I for the spectrum of phase speeds used in the present
study. The values of these parameters have been adjusted
to make the calculated body force consistent with the
momentum budget of the middle atmosphere established
for mid-December 1978 from the limb infrared monitor

by about 10 K if the wind velocityat the tropopauseis
modified by 50%. Therefore we have tuned the values
of the wind condition in order to obtain a temperature
distribution in fair agreementwith climatologicalvalues.
This forcing varies with seasonand is different in each

of the stratosphere(LIMS) observations[Hitchmanand
Leovy,1986]. The algorithmthen was appliedat all times.

hemisphere.

It

According to the parameterization of Lindzen, the vertical eddy diffusioncoefficientassociatedwith gravity wave
breaking above the zb level is given by

should be noted that the use of a

fixed
dynamical
boundary
condition
at
15km
and
a
"frozen"
circulation
andtemperature
below
this
level

IYzz
B(6_•)3(c_•)_{_3H•z
z
--•'•

reducesthe consistency
of the modeland limits the Profilesof Fg and IYzz are smoothedin the vertical
accuracyof calculatedozoneperturbations
in responseto avoidnumericalproblems
whensolvingthe transport
to anthropogenic effects. This problem cannot be easily
resolved, since the circulation in the lower stratosphere
is driven by the wave forcing in the troposphere, a
quantity that cannot be accurately estimated, especially
in a two-dimensional model. Perhaps a way to improve
the dynamical formulation in the lower stratosphere,with

consistentmean circulationand wave driving (seebelow),
is to determine both vertical velocity and wave activity in
the troposphere from zonal mean climatological fields. At
the present stage of the model development, an empirical
wind

condition

determined

to

fit

the

observed

ozone

column and the temperature seems more appropriate.

TABLE 1. Parameters Adopted for the Calculation of
Wave Drag and Eddy DiffusionAssociatedwith
Gravity Wave Breaking

c, m/s

B, 10-9s/m2

•, m/s

-40
-20
0

0.5
1.0
2.0

3.0
3.0
3.0

+20
+40

1.0
0.5

3.0
3.0
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equations.
A background
valueof 0.1 m2/sis added determined for

the tracer. In this study we assume that

and accountsfor all additional processesnot included in

KyyandKzz derived
fromtheformulations
described
in

Lindzen's

this paper apply to all variables.

formulation.

To determinethe momentumdepositionrate as well as

The temperaturedistributionis derivedfrom the ther-

equation(1) in whichthe contribution
of the
eddycoefficients
associated
withplanetary
wavebreaking, modynamic
small-scale
eddies
(Do)
is
assumed
to
be
related
to
vertian equationfor Rossbywaveactivityis addedto the
so that Do is parameterized
by
system.According
to Edmonet al. [1980]and Hitchman cal eddyexchanges,
andBrasseur
[1988],Rossby
waveactivityA is conserved
followingthe WKBJ groupvelocity(7 unlessthere are

Do=
10[ 0•]

sources or sinks; so that

OA+ 1 oy
O

(19)

+ O(GzA)--c•A (16) where Kzz includesthe diffusivityassociatedwith gravity
wave breaking.

This equation can be solved provided that the meridional and vertical componentsof the group velocity (Gy

œ.œ. Radiation

The net diabatic heating rate Q is calculatedfrom
and Gz) as well as the wave dampingrate a are known
and that proper boundaryconditionsare specified.Hitch- the detailed radiative code used in the latest version of
man and Brasseur[1988],usingthe dispersionrelation for the National Center for AtmosphericResearch(NCAR)

climatemodel(CCM1)[Kiehl et al., 1987].
quasi-stationaryundampedwaveson the beta plane, have community
derived an expressionfor the group velocity components The routines include the absorption of solar radiation
as a function of the mean zonal state of the atmosphere.
Given a source of wave activity at 15-km altitude, based

on climatological values and accounting for the troposphericforcing of the planetary waves,and using a damp-

by severaltrace gases:the contributionof ozonein the
ultraviolet and visible is calculated following Lacis and

Hansen[1974],the effectof water vapor in the nearinfrared is derived from the parameterization of Kratz

and Cess[1985]for the directbeamand the formulation
of LacisandHansen[1974]for the reflectedbeam,andthe

ing rate

effect of carbon dioxide in the near-infrared is calculated

c•(z)=0.7+0.6
tanh[(Z(k•)•
-50)]
day_•

from the formulation of Sasamoriet al. [1972]; finally,
the contributionof molecularoxygenin the near-infrared
is
determined from the parameterizationof Kiehl and
intended to represent the effects of radiative and mechan[1985]. The radiativetransferequationis
ical damping on Rossbywaves, equation (16) is solved Yamanouchi
through an alternating direction method. The upper solvedfor two large spectralregions:0-0.9 #m and 0.9boundary conditionis A = 0, while OA/Oy = 0 is spec- 4.0 #m, respectively. The 24-hour averageof the solar
ified at the poles. The components of the Eliassen-Palm
flux, from which the body force can easily be calculated,
are then given by the simple linear wave approximation

[Hitchmanand Brasseur,1988]
=
œ• =G•A

(17b)

heatingis calculatedconsistently
with the methodused
to derive the 24 hour average of the photodissociation
coefficients. In the present version of the model, the
effect of cloudsis ignored, and the surfacealbedo at all
wavelengthsis taken to be 0.1. The ground temperature
is specifiedby climatologicalvalues. However,sincethe
dynamics in the model is calculated interactively only
above the tropopause,the temperature calculatedbelow
10 km is replaced by climatologicalvalues compiledby

Since for quasi-geostrophicRossby waves, the meridional Randel[1987]. A hnear interpolationbetweencalculated
flux of eddy potential vorticity (vtqt) is proportionalto and climatologicalvalues is performedbetween 10 and
the divergenceof the quasi-geostrophic
EP flux lEdmort 15 km.
et al., 1980], the mixing coefficientfor potential vorticity
The integrationof the thermodynamicequation,which
(q) can be derived from the followingexpression
providesthe distribution of the zonally averagedtemperature, is spht into two successive
stepsand performedby
V.E
an alternatingdirection algorithm [Peacemanand RachKyy-- - poacosc)O•/Oy(lS) ford, 1955]. This methodis also usedto solvethe trace
Thus in this formulation the dissipative processesrespon- speciesequation(seethe appendix). A comparison
with
sible for wave driving are also responsible for irreversible other numericaltechniques(purely explicit, positivedefi[1983],amongothmixing of potential vorticity. As discussedby Hitchman nite advectionscheme(Smolarkiewicz
and Brasscur[19881,the vMuesof Kyy derivedfrom (lS) ers)) showsthat this "sphtting"methodis computationfor potential vorticity are generally applicable to chemi- ally efficientand stable even for long time steps [Pirre
and Delannoy,1989]. The solutionsare very closeto the
cMly active tracers. If the lifetime of the tracer is similar
to that of potentiM vorticity or if mechanicM dissipation valuesobtainedby the other methods(e.g., the explicit
dominates, Kyy can be used for the tracer. If the tracer method, which is known to be accurate but requiresvery
small time steps), and mass and energy appear to be
concentration is photochemicaHy controlled, the behavior
of the speciesis insensitiveto the value of Kyy. If Rossby reasonablywell conservedeven after several years of intewave activity is primarily radiatively damped and if simul- gration. The entire systemis stable for a time step of 15
days, which is used when the integration is performedfor
taneously the tracer •fetime is much larger than that for
potential vorticity, then other values of Kyy should be periodslongerthan a season.This enablesmany long-
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term scenarios to be calculated with detailed radiative,
chemical, and dynamical codes in a rapid and accurate

this component would not improve the validity of the

manner.

For the short-lived chemical species with a lifetime
shorter than the dynamical time constants, photochemical
equilibrium conditions apply and the concentration of

œ.3. Chemistry

The model includes about 35 chemical species. For
those which have a long chemical lifetime and are therefore sensitive to dynamics and chemistry, a full continuitytransport equation is solved
OXi

Ot
--+

•OXi

results.

tracegas/is derivedfroman algebraic
equationS'• (Xi)
- O. Table 2 gives a list of the constituentsfor which a

continuityis solved(and the boundaryconditionsimposed
on thesespecies)as well as of thosewhichare assumedto
be in photochemical equilibrium. The different reactions

•OXi

introduced

in

the

model

with

the

related

reaction

rates

based on the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 1985
compilation[DeMote et al., 1985] are given in Tables 3a,

O(cos,Xox
o( ox)

+c7s0y

+

z

(20)

where $i is the net source term accounting for all
chemical and photochemical processes involved in the
formation and destruction of a given constituent i. In
this equation the off-diagonal components of the diffusion

matrix (Kyz and Kzy) have been deliberatelyomitted. As
was shownby Smith et al. [1988]in the caseof ozone,the

3b, and 3c. The absorption cross sections used for the
calculation of the photodissociation coefficients are very
similar to the values suggested in the JPL 1985 tables.
Values

of the solar irradiance

are from

Brasseur

and Simon

[1981].
In order to avoid mathematically stiff systems due to

the large dispersionin the lifetime of the several species,
some of the fast-reacting constituents are grouped into
more stable families for which a full continuity equation

horizontal eddy transport associated with planetary wave

(20) is solved. In our model, the followingfamilies

is dominated by the Kyy term.

havebeenformed:O, = Oa + O(3p) + O(•D), NO•

Similarly, the largest

= N + NO + NO2 + 2N205 + NOa + HNOa +
HO2NO2 + C1ONO2, and C1, = C1 + C10 + HC1
et al. [1988], however,have shownthat the concentration + HOC1 + C1ONO2. It should be noted that HNOa
of sourcegasessuch as N20 could be sensitiveto Kyz, and N205 are also calculated independently from the
especially in the middle stratosphere, at high latitudes NOu family becauseof their weak coupling with the
in winter. Values derived for Kyz and for its seasonal other odd nitrogen species, particularly at high latitude
variation are very uncertain, so that the introduction of and in winter. The water vapor is transported in the
stratosphere, but in the troposphere the relative humidity
contribution to vertical eddy transport is due to the Kzz
term associated with gravity wave breaking. Jackman

is prescribedaccordingto Cess[1976]and the mixing ratio
TABLE 2. Speciesor Family of Speciesfor Which
a Continuity Equation is Solved
Boundary Condition
0 km

85 km

1

N20

X = 3.1 E-7*

ß = 0

7

CH4

X •_ 1.6E-6•

(• = 0

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10

CC14
CFCI•
CF•CI•
CH•CCI•
CHIC1
C•H•
C•H•
C•Hs

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ß =
(I) =
(I) =
(I) =
ß =
(I) =
(I) =
ß =

11

HCN

X

= 2.2 E-10

12
13

CH•CN
H20

X = 2.0 E-10
see text

(I) = 0
(I) = 1.0 E+8

14

H2

X = 5.5 E-7

(I) = 5.0 E+7

15

CO

X "- 1.0E-7•

(I)= 0

16

CO2

X = 3.4 E-4

(I) = 0

18

N Oy

X = 3.0 E-10

X = 2.0 E-7

19
20
21

HNO•
N•O5
CI•

X = 1.0 E-10
X -- 1.0 E-15
X = 1.0 E-10

(I) = 0
(I) = 0
(I) = 0

22

H

X=0

X=I.0E-6

23

O•

Wz) = 0.1

(I) = 0

1.2
2.2
4.2
1.7
7.0
3.0
1.5
2.5

E-10
E-10
E-10
E-10
E-10
E-10
E-9
E-10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

of H20 is calculated as a function of the local temperature
and pressure. The concentration of the individual fastreacting species belonging to a given family are derived
using relations based on the assumption of photochemical
equilibrium.
3. MODEL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model provides a large amount of output for different times of the year, and therefore only selected results

(primarily for solsticeconditions)will be presentedand
discussed. Additional results will be given in subsequent
papers in which specific problems will be considered.

(I) = 0

Adopted boundary conditionsare givenat the Earth

surface(0 km) and at the mesopause
(85 km). X is

mixingratio;(I)isflux(cm-2 s-l). WDisdeposition
velocity(cms-1. Species
in photochemical
equilibrium
or
whoseconcentrationis derivedfrom a transportedfam-

ily are03, O(3P), O(1D),OH, HO2,CH302,N, NO2,

3.1. Radiation and Dynamics

The deposition of energy in the stratosphere arises
primarily from the absorption of solar radiation by the

Hartley band of ozone(200-300 nm). The heating rate
peaks near 50 km altitude with a maximum value (12.3

K/day) over the summer pole (see Figure 2a).

At

the equator, the 24 hour averaged heating rate reaches

a maximum value of about 10 K/day. The radiative
heating of the cloudlesstroposphere is due primarily to
the radiative action of water vapor and the corresponding
diabatic heating rate in this layer, where strong convective

exchangestake place is only of the order of I K/day
or less. At present, however, as was indicated earlier,
tropospheric temperatures are specifiedfrom a climatology

* Read 3.1 E-7 as 3.1 x 10-?.

compiledby Randel [1987]. The contributionof molecular
oxygen, which absorbsultraviolet radiation at wavelengths

lVariable with latitude.

shorter than 242 nm, remains smaller than about I

NO3, HObNOb, C1, C10, HOC1, HC1, and C1ONO•.
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TABLE 3b. Three-Body Reaction With the Following Expressions

forTheirRateConstantk (cm3 s-1)

CorrespondingRate Constants
Reaction

H +

Rate Constant

O•+M--+HO•

O(1D) +H•O•OH
H +

03-+02

ATMOSPHERE

1.5E-32

+ M

+ OH

+ OH

Exponent

1.4E-10exp(-470/T)

O(•D) + CH4-+CHs q- OH
O(•D) + H•.-•OH + H

1.4E-10
1.0E-10

0 + OH-+O•.
+ H
OH + O3--+ HO• + O•
HO• + O3--+OH + 20•
O + HO•--+OH
+ O•
OH+HO•. •H20
+ 0•.
OH+H2-+H•.O
+ H
H + HO2-+OH
+ OH
H + HO2--+H2 + O•
H + HO2-+H20
+ O
H•. + O-+OH
+ H
NO + HO2-+ NO2 + OH
OH + CO•CO•.
+ H
O + NO2--+NO + O•_

2.2E-11exp(117/T)
1.6E-12exp(-940/T)
1.4E-14exp(-580/T)
3.0E-11 exp(200/T)
4.6E-11exp(230/T)
6.1E-12exp(-2030/T)
4.2E-10exp(-950/T)
4.2E-11exp(-350/T)
8.3E-11exp(-500/T)
8.8E-12exp(-4200/T)
3.7E-12exp(240/T)
1.35E-13(I+P•,,•)

O3 + NO--+ NO2 + O2

1.8E-12exp(-1370/T)

9.3E-12

N + NO--+N2
+ O
N+O2-+NO
+ O

3.4E-11

03 + NO2-+ NO3 q- 02
HNOs + OH-+H20
+ NOs

4.4E-12 exp(-3320/T)
1.2E-13exp(-2450/T)
9.4E-15 exp(778/T)
1.3E-12exp(380/T)

HO2NO2 + OH--, H20 + NO2+ 02
N205 + M--+ NO2 + NOs + M
2.2E-5exp(-9700/T)
4.9E-11
N20 + O(1D)-+N•. + 0•.
6.7E-11
N•.O + O(1D)•NO
+ NO
CH4 q- OH-+ CHs q- H20
CHsO2 + NO-+ CHsO + NO•.
C2H2 + C1--+ products
C2H2 + OH--+ products
C2Ht; + C1 -+ HC1 + C2H5
C2H6 q- OH-+ H20 q- C2H5
CI q- C3H8 --+ HC1 + Call7
OH q- C3H8 --+ H20 + C3H7
OH q- CHsCN --+ products
CHsCN q- C1 --• products

2.4E-12exp(-1710/T)
4.2E-12 exp(180/T)

O(1D) + CHsCN--, products
O(•D) + HCN --+products

1.0E-10
1.0E-10

CHsC1 + OH-+ CH2C1 + H20
C1 + 03--* ClO + O2
ClO + O-,C1
+ O2
ClO + NO-+C1 + NO•.
C1 q- CH4-•HC1
qC1 + H02--* HC1 +
OH + He1 --+ H20 +
C1ONO2 q- O--+ C10
ClO + HO2-,HOC1
HOCI q- OH-•H20

Rate

2.2E-10

CHs
02

C1
q- NOs
+ 02
q- ClO

CHsCCls q- OH--, CH2CCls q-H20
0 + 0 + M•02
+ M
0 + 02 + M•03
+ M
O + O3->O2
+ 02

O(1D) + N2--+O + N2
O(1D) +02 •0
+ 02
E-11 corresponds
to 10-ll.

1.0E-12

6.5E-12exp(-650/T)
7.7E-11exp(-90/T)
1.9E-11exp(-1260/T)
1.4E-10exp(40/T)
1.6E-11exp(-S00/T)
5.9E-13exp (-750/T)
8.0E-11 exp(-3000/T)
1.8E-12exp(-1112/T)
2.8E-11exp(-257/T)
7.7E-11 exp(-130/T)
6.2E-12exp(294/T)
9.6E-12exp(-1350/T)
1.8E-11exp(170/T)
2.8E-12exp(-425/T)
3.0E-12exp(-808/T)
4.6E-13exp(710/T)
3.0E-12exp(-150/T)
5.4E-12exp(-1820/T)

NOs + NO2 + M -, N205 + M
NO2 + OH + M -• HNOs + M
NO2 + HO2 + M -• HO2NO2 + M

CIO + NO2+ M --• C1ONO2+ M

T is the temperature(K), [M] is

the atmospheric
density
(cm-S),Paur,is thepressure
expressed
in
atmosphere.

K/day below the mesopause,although this constituent
is the largest contributor to solar heating in the upper
mesosphere. The cooling (Figure 2b) resulting from
the emission of infrared radiation by carbon dioxide,
ozone, and water vapor is nearly in balance with the
solar heating in the illuminated part of the atmosphere.
In these regions the temperatures calculated by the
model are similar to radiative equilibrium conditions. In
the polar region during winter, when no solar light is

available, the cooling (of as much as 7 K/day at 60-

2.2 E-30

n=2.8

naooøø
= 1.0E-12

m=0

.s00= 2.6 E-30

n=2.9

•0

= 2.4 E-11

rn = 1.3

t%o

.300 = 2.3 E-31

n=4.6

•soo = 4.2 E-12

m=O

naoøø
= 1.8E-31

n=3.4

•soo = 1.5 E-11

m=1.9

The rate constantis derivedby k = [t%[M]/(1 + t•o [M]/•oo)]

0.6{•+[•ø•ø(•ø[M]/•=)]•}-•
with•:o= •o.3oo
(T/300)-"and•

ß 300

=•

(T/300) -•.

km altitude) is counterbalanced
by compressional
heating
through substantial downward motion of air. In the lower
stratosphere, where the radiative time constant is larger
than 10 days, the meridional circulation plays a dominant
role in establishing the temperature distribution.
The meridional distribution of the temperature obtained
by solving the thermodynamic equation, in which radiative transfer and heat transport are included explicitly, is
shown in Figure 2c for June conditions. The stratopause
maximum near 50-km altitude reaches a value of nearly
284 K over the summer pole but gradually decreasestoward the winter pole. In the mesospherethe latitudinal
gradient in the temperature is reversed as a consequence
of momentum drag by gravity waves. The temperature
at the mesopause is of the order of 170 K over the summer pole and 220 K over the winter pole. With the
adopted boundary conditions, a temperature minimum of
about 205 K is derived at the tropopause over the tropics.
There are differences between the two hemispheresfor the

TABLE

3c. Photochemical

4.7E-33(300/T)_
2
6.0E-34(300/T)TM[M]
1.5E-11exp(-2218/T)
1.8E-11exp(107/T)
3.2E-11exp(67/T)

.300
t•
o

Reactions Included

in the Model

Reaction

s(o,)
s'(o,)
7(o3)
s'(oa)
S(H,O)
S(NO)
S(CO,)
S(CH4)
S(NO)
J(HNOs)
J(CF2C12)
J(CFC13)
J(CC14)
J(ItOCl)
J(CH3CC13)
J(HO2NO2)
S(CHC0
S(C•ONO•)
S(N•O•)
S(NO)

02 q-hv --• o(sr) q- O(SP)
02 q-hv --+O(1D)q-O(sP)
Os+ h•, --+O(S_P)
+ 02
03+h•'•O(•D)+02
H20 + h•, --+ OH + H

N20 + h•, --+N2 + O(•D)
CO2 +h•,•CO+O
CH4 + h•, --+ products

NO2+ hy --+NO + O(3p)
fiNOs + h• -• NO2 + OH
CF2C12 q- h•, --, CF2CI q- C1
CFCIs + ht, -• CFC12 + C1
CC14 + h•, --+ CCls + C1
HOG1 + h•, --+ C10 + H

CHsCCIs + h•, • CHsCC12 + C1
HO2NO2 + h•, -• NO2 + HO2
CHsC1 + hy -• CHs + C1
ClONO2 + h•, --+ NOs + C1
N205 + h•, --+ NO2 q- NOs
NO + h•,--+ N + O
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Fig. 2. Meridionaldistributionof (a) the solarheatingrate and (b) the infraredcoolingrate expressed
in Kelvins

perday(Juneconditions),
andmeridional
distribution
ofthezonally
averaged
temperature
(expressed
in Kelvins),
(c)in Juneand(d)in September.
Contour
intervals:
1 K/day(Figure2a),0.7K/day(Figure2b),and10K (Figures
2c and 2d).

same season, those being direct consequencesof the latitudinal asymmetry in the specified dynamical conditions
at the 15-km boundary. For example, the temperature in

the lower stratosphere(20 km) is of the order of 185190 K over Antarctica in September(Figure 2d) but is
nearly 10 K warmer over the Arctic 6 months later. This
difference between the two hemispheres is consistent with
climatologicM data and explains the more frequent presence and the different nature of polar stratospheric clouds
in winter

over Antarctica

than

over the

Arctic.

of up to 50 m s-z/day is calculated
in the summer
mesosphere, as a result of gravity wave breaking. Momentum depositiondue to Rossbywavesis producedonly in
the winter hemispheresince the upward propagationof
these wavesrequires the presenceof westerly winds. The
Eliassen-Palmflux, which is shownby the arrowsin Figure 4b, is directed upward and toward the equator. The
torque associatedwith Rossby wave absorptionis for this

particularcasein the range0.5 to 6 m s-l/day in the
latitudinal band of 300 to 600. The eddy diffusioncoef-

The zonal wind, in gradient balance with the temperature, is shown for June and September in Figures 3a and
3b. For solsticeconditions, the westerly wind in the south-

ficients used in the transport scheme of the model and

In Septemberthe model producesa strong polar vortex in
the southern hemisphere with a maximum wind velocity
of 100 m/s near the stratopausebetween600 and 700 latitude. A substantially weaker stratosphericjet is found 6

highest values above the westerly jet core. In the lower
stratosphere, below the breaking level of the waves, small

derivedfrom the parameterizationof wave breakingare
shown for June conditionsin Figures 4c and 4d. The
ern hemisphere(winter) reachesa velocityof 90 m/s near vertical eddy diffusivity,as derivedfrom the gravity wave
the stratopause
at 60ø. In the northernhemisphere
(sum- formulation,is characterizedby a strongverticalgradient
mer) the easterlywindsare a factor of 2 weaker(about in the stratosphere. Kzz coefficients of the order of 1 to
40 m/s in the upperstratosphere
andin the mesosphere).70 m2/s are calculated
abovethe stratopause,
with the

background
valuesof the orderof 0.1 m2/s are adopted.
In the troposphere, where rapid vertical mixing occurs,

monthslater in the springtimenorthernhemisphere(not valuesof the orderof 5-10 m2/s are specified
with a
shown)with maximumwind speedof 88 m/s.
variation in latitude to accountfor the varying height of
The momentum sourcesfrom gravity and Rossbywave the tropopause. The meridional diffusivity associatedwith
absorption are shown in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively. planetary wave absorption for the particular case shown

A largeeasterlytorqueof morethan 100m s-i/day is in Figure 4d reachesvaluesof the order of (0.5-2.0) x
derived in the winter mesosphere,while a westerly drag 106 m2/s at mid-latitude.In the summer
hemisphere,
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ZONAL WIND
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upward flow will be substantially reduced and even suppressedif ozone gets destroyedby chemical processesin
late winter or early spring, as has been observedsincethe

late 1970s(Furmanet al. [1985]and others;seeSolomon.
[•988] or Brasseuret al., [1988a1for a review). A more

- 0.1

refined analysis of the dynamical conditions in the polar
re•ions in winter and sprin• requires a three-dimension•
study describin• exchangesbetween the troposphere and
the stratosphere and accountin• for the full interactions
between chemistry, radiation, and dynamics. The present
twodimensional model, however, is capable of describing
the net meridional transport in some det•l and accounts
for hemispheric differencesin the tropospheric forcing of
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50
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90N

I000

stratospheric dynamics.
3.œ.Chemistry

SEPTEMBER

' i" p,', ';' "Y" ' "
/•

oo,

The

distribution

trace

constituents

will

now

be presented with the purpose of validating the model
formulation. Figures 6a and 6b present the calculated
distributions

0.1

of selected

of nitrous

oxide

and

methane

for June con-

ditions. In both cases the Hadley cell, through which
these gases are transported from the troposphereinto the
stratosphere, produces the high mixing ratios over the
tropics in the stratosphere. The meridionM slope of the
isomixing ratio contours between 15- and 40-km altitude
results from the opposing action of the meridionM circu-

0

90S

60

50

EO

50

60

90N

lation (which tends to enhancethe latitudinal gradients)
and eddy diffusion (which tends to mix the trace gases
along the quasi-horizontalisentropes)[see Holton, 1981].

SeasohM variations in the mixing ratio, driven by the
Sun, can be seen in the upper stratosphere and mesoFig. 3. Meridionaldistributionof the zonalwind (expressed
in sphere, where the photochemical time constant is smaller
metersper second),(a) in Juneand (b) in September.Contour than the characteristic timescale for transport. Hence the
intervals: 10 m/s.
effect of the chemistry is most pronounced in the summer
hemisphere and is stronger for N20 than for CH4 as a rewhereno planetarywavespenetrate,a background
value sult of the photochemical lifetime's being 10 times larger
LATITUDE

of 3 x 105 m2/sis adopted
to account
for subgrid
mixing for CH4 than for N20 at 60 km and 60øN in June. The
processes.

decrease with Mtitude of the mixing ratio in the meso-

Finally,the transformedmeanEulerianmeridionalcir- sphere is reduced by vertical mixing resulting from gravity
culation,drivenby momentumdrag associated
with grav- wave breaking. Since in our model, vertical eddy diffusivity and planetarywavedissipation,
is shownin Figures5a ity is strongest near the core of the stratospheric jets and
and 5b for June and September. The two stratospheric is substantiallyweaker in the tropics, a weak double peak

cells affectingthe temperatureand the densityof trace structure appearsoccasionallyin the meridionaldistribugasesin bothhemispheres
areclearlyvisible.Because
the tion of the sourcegases. Such a structure, to be compaboundaryconditionson the streamfunctionspecifiedat rable to the global observationsof the stratosphericand
sounder(SAMS) instrument[JonesandPyle,
15 km are not symmetric on each side of the equator, mesospheric
the flow in the northern hemisphere tends to transport 1984], requiresthe presenceof an additionalmomentum
massand energyall the way to the pole in the northern sourcelocated in the tropics. Gray and Pyle [1986]have
hemisphere
whileit reachesonly a regionnear 600-700 attributed such a source to the absorption in the stratolatitude in the southern hemisphere. An important con-

sphere of Kelvin waves. Finally, the distribution of the

sequence
of this hemispheric
differenceis that the model sourcegasesin the mesospheredependson the strength
diagnoses
the Antarctic regionto be closerto radiative of the meridional circulation, which is directed from the
equilibriumconditionsin winter than the Arctic during summer to the winter hemisphere. The strength of this
the same season. Because polar night temperatures over
Antarctica are relatively cold, radiative cooling in this

regionis small. The net heatingbecomes
transitorilypositive and reachesabout 0.3 K/day near 30-km altitude, as
the Sun returns over Antarctica in late winter. Since the

vertical velocity specifiedat 15 km as boundary condition

is zero over the regionof the South Pole (seeFigure 1),
the model therefore predicts some upwelling during this
short transition period but its strength, which is not large

cell is determined by the momentum deposition of gravity
waves in the mesosphereand upper stratosphere.
The distribution of water vapor in the middle atmosphere is shown in Figure 7a. In the lower stratosphere,
where H20 is a purely conservative tracer, the slope of
the mixing ratio lines is determined by the strength of
the meridional flow. Clearly, the model underpredicts the
mixing ratio of water vapor at high latitudes. A reason for the discrepancy between calculated and observed
distributions could be an improper representation of trans-

enoughto depleteozonesignificantly,is highly dependent
in the vicinity of the tropopause(intrusion
on the ozonedensityin the lower polar stratosphere.This port processes
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Fig. 7. Meridionaldistribution(Juneconditions)
of (a) the Fig. 8. Meridional
distribution
(Juneconditions)
of (a) thezon-

zonallyaveragedmixingratio and (b) chemicallifetimeof water ally averagedproductionrate, expressed
in molecules
per cubic
vapor. The lifetimeis represented
by the decimallogarithmof centimeter
per second,
and(b) themixingratioof carbonmonox-

its valueexpressed
in days(e.g.,3 corresponds
to 1000days). ide. The mixingratiois represented
by its decimallogarithm
Contour
intervals:
0.4ppmv(Figure7a)and0.3(Figure7b).
(e.g.,-6 corresponds
to 1 ppznv).Contour
h•tervals:
600cm-3
s-1 (Figure8a) and 0.2 for Figure8b.

existenceof a local sourcein the lower stratosphereat

of H20 on relatively small scales)or, less probably,the

high latitudes[seeLeTexieret al., 1988]. The increase OH radicaland the meridionaltransport,is shownin
with altitudeof the water vapormixingratio abovethe Figure 8b. The mixing ratio tends to decreasewith
tropopauseis a direct consequence
of the methaneoxidetion. The maximumconcentrationpredictedby the model
is found near the stratopauseand is equal to 5.5 ppbv.
In the mesosphere,water is photodissociatedmost effectively in summer. This processleads to the formation of
atomic and molecular hydrogen. The decreasewith alti-

height in the lower stratosphereand to increase with
•ltitude above roughly 30- to 40-km •ltitude. The
chemicallifetime of carbonmonoxideis of the orderof 23 years near the tropopause and decreaseswith height
to reach about 20 days in the mesosphere. Thus in
most regions of the middle atmosphere, the chemical

tude in the mixingratio appearsto be lesspronouncedlifetimeof CO is not significantly
differentfrom the
in the modelthan is suggested
by the observations
using dynamic• characteristic
time constant,so that carbon
microwave
techniques
[Bevilacqua
et al., 1985].The life- monoxide
is an interesting
tracerto studythe role of
timeof watervapor(seeFigure7b)is of the orderof 3 atmospheric
transport.Furthermore,
the distribution
of
years in the upper stratosphereand of the order of only

this constituent should be sensitive to chemic• eddies.

10 daysin the uppermesosphere.
Physical
processes
such Thiseffectis not yet included
in the model.
as gravitywavebreakingshouldaffectsubstantially
the
The relativelyabruptvariationin the concentration
loc• distribution
of H20.
of CO at the edgeof the polar vortexin winteris
Thebehavior
of twochemically
activetracers
producedan indicationthat the strongdownward
flow at high
chemically
in the middleatmosphere
(carbonmonoxidelatitudein the polarnighttransports
substantial
amounts

andoddnitrogen)
willnowbediscussed.
Thepresence
of of CO fromthe mesosphere
(andultimately
fromthe
carbonmonoxide
resultsfrom the oxidationof methane thermosphere)
downto the 40-kmaltituderegion.Inside
in the stratosphere
and the photodissociation
of carbon themesospheric
vortexthe mixingratioof CO is a factor
dioxidein the upper mesosphere.The corresponding
of 5 largerthan that at mid-latitudes.
The interpretation
productionrate of CO is shownin Figure 8a. The of the CO measurements
requiresa multidimensional
two maxima associated
with these two processes
are analysis
whichtakesinto accountthe sporadic
fluctuations
visible:the first one associated
with methaneoxidation of dynamical
conditions
with consequences
on the vertical
is locatednear 38-km altitude in the tropics,while transportof carbonmonoxide
andwatervapor.

the second
oneis foundnear80 km in tl•e summer The production
of oddnitrogen
(NOy),whose
distrihemisphere.
The meridion•ldistributionof CO, resulting butionin the meridionalplaneis shownin Figure9a,
from these productions,the destructionof CO by the resultsprimarilyfrom the oxidationof nitrousoxide,with
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Fig. 9. Meridionaldistribution(June conditions)of œ]te
zonallyaveragedf-x productionrate of o•• rdtrogen
(expressed
in moleculesper cubiccentimeterper second),(b) mixingratio of NOy (expressed
in parts per billion
by volume),(c) 24-houraveraged
mixingratioof NO2, and(d) mixingratioof HNOj. Contourintervals:20 cm-3

s-• (Figure9a), 4 ppbv(Figure9b),2 ppbv(Figure9c),andI ppbv(Figure9d).

a maximum effect at 30 km altitude over the tropics.

lifetime of this molecule. A maximum mixing ratio is

The contributionof the precipitationof cosmicrays (pa~ produced by the model over each pole, the largest value
rameterizedaccordingto Nicolet [1975]) is apparent in being found in winter. The highestconcentrationof more
the lower stratosphere, mainly at high latitudes. The
than 10 ppbv, calculated over the winter pole, results from
net destruction of odd nitrogen occurs in the mesosphere
through the predissociationof NO followed by the recombination of N and NO, and in the troposphere through
rapid rainout of nitric acid. The meridional distribution

a chemical conversion of N205 to HNO3 introduced in the

model during the polar night with a time constant of 20
days. Experimental evidence for this type of conversion

has been reported [Evanset al., 1985] and attributed to
of NOy resulting from these different processes
is shown heterogeneousprocessesin the presenceof polar clouds.
in Figure 9b for June conditions. The calculated mixing The calculated mixing ratio of HNO3 reachesa maximum
ratio reaches a maximum of about 20 ppbv near 35-km
altitude over the tropics and a minimum of less than 0.5
ppbv near 75 km in the summer hemisphere. In the polar
night the strong downward flow transports odd nitrogen
from the thermosphere to the upper stratosphere. In the
present model, which extends only up to the mesopause,
the strength of the downward intrusion in the stratosphere

of 6.5 ppbv over the summer pole and of 2.5 ppbv over
the equator.
The

model

also derives the meridional

distribution

of

chlorine compounds. With chlorofiuorocarbonsCHaC1 and
CC14 correspondingnearly to the present-dayabundances,

the mixing ratio of odd chlorine(C]•) reachesa value of
2.9 ppbv in the upper stratosphereand mesosphere.The

of NOy dependson the value of the boundarycondition 24-hour~averageddistributions of the two major chlorine
specifiedat 85 km (which shouldbe variable in time, for reservoirs(C1ONO2 and HC1) are represented
in Figures
10a and 10b.
In the case of C1ONO2 a maximum
example,as a function of seasonand solar activity).
The partitioning between the different elements of the
odd nitrogen family depends on the solar elevation and
hence varies with latitude, season, and time of day.
The distribution of NO2 shown in Figure 9c corresponds
to a 24~hour averaged solar illumination. A maximum
mixing ratio of nearly 10 ppbv is obtained near 35km altitude, while a continuous increase with height
of the mixing ratio is predicted in the region of the

winter pole.

In the case of nitric acid (Figure 9d),

small diurnal variations are expected, especially in the
lower stratosphere, becauseof the relatively long chemical

mixing ratio of about 1.4 ppbv is found near 30 km
altitude. In the case of HC1 the mixing ratio in the
stratosphere increases rapidly with altitude, particularly
over the tropics, but its meridional gradient reversesabove
35 km, as a result of H CI~C10 coupling, which becomes
important in the upper stratosphere. The ratio of the HC1
to C10 densities is proportional to the concentration of
methane, which, at a given height, decreasesas a function
of latitude. As seen in Figure 10c, the mixing ratio of
C10 peaks near 45-km altitude, the largest values being
found at high latitudes.
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mixing
ratio of odd oxygenin (a) Juneand (b) September,expressed
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parts per million by volume. Contour intervals:I ppmv.
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Fig. 10. Meridional distribution (June conditions)of the zonally averagedand 24-hour-averaged
mixingratio of (a) C1ONO2
(expressed
in partsper billionby volume),(b) HC1(expressed
in
parts per billion by volume), and (c) C10 (expressedby the decimal logarithmof its value). Contourintervals:0.2 ppbv (Figures
10a and 10b)and 0.5 (Figure 10c).

ing ratio peaksover the tropicsnear 30-km altitude,but
the calculatedmixing ratio is perhaps10% higherthan
the observedvalue. The slopesof isolinesin the lower
stratosphere are similar in the model and in the data.

The modelhoweverunderestimates
by about 20-30% the
ozone density in the upper stratosphere,a feature which

is common
to manymodels[Froidevaux
et al., 1985]and
The formation of odd oxygenin the middle atmosphere needsto be clarified.Perhapsthe mostvisiblediscrepancy
ozoneappearsin
results from the photolysisof molecular oxygen and its betweenthe calculatedand the observed
destruction from recombinationprocesseswhich are catalyzed by the presenceof radicals belongingto the hy-

drogen,nitrogen,and chlorinefamilies(see,for example,
Brasseurand Solomon[1986]). The study of the ozone
budget requires an accurate determination of the densi-

ties of theseradicals(seeabove). Sincethe photochemical

OZONE COLUMN (Dobson)

90N

6O

lifetime of odd oxygenis highly variable with altitude and

latitude, differentregimeshave to be distinguished.In
the upper stratosphereand in the mesosphere,where the
chemicaltime constantfor Ox is of the order of a day or
less, photochemicalequilibriumconditionsare applicable

in the sunlitatmosphere,
and the densityof O, O3 (and
Ox) exhibitsdiurnalvariations.The lifetimeof odd oxy-

32C

3O

EQ

3O

gen increases toward lower altitudes and reaches a value

of severalyearsat the tropopause.In theseregions,Ox
and ozone are quasi-conservativetracers.
90S

The calculateddistributions
of odd oxygen(primarily
12/25
$/18
6/17
9/20
12/18
ozonein the stratosphere)for solsticeand equinoxare
DATE
shownin Figures11a and 11b.The observed
climatologies,
Fig. 12. Ozone column abundance represented as a function
established
primarilyfromsatellitemeasurements
(e.g.,so- of latitude and seasonand expressedin Dobsonunits (300 DU
lar backscatter
ultraviolet(SBUV) and LIMS on Nimbus correspondsto an ozone layer of 0.3 cm at standard pressureand
7), and the modelresultsshowsimilarpatterns:the mix- temperature). Contourintervals:20 DU.
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the region of the polar night. In this part of the atmosphere,where no solar radiationis available,the density
of ozoneis governedexclusivelyby the mean circulation
and by eddy mixing. A too strong downwardflow at
the winter pole in the upper stratosphereis probably responsiblefor the low mixing ratio derivedin the polar
night above 40-km altitude. The high ozone concentrations calculatedat high latitude below 30 km during the
sameseasonare more typical of a dynamicallydisturbed

5651

is providedby the ability of the model to reproducethe
observedlatitude-seasonvariation of total ozone (Dobson

map). A comparison
of the calculated(rigtare•2) and
climatological Dobson map shows that the model reproduces successfidlythe low ozone column abundance in
the equatorial region as well as its increasewith latitude,
which is most pronounced in winter and early spring.
The hemisphericdifference is also well representedby the
model. This result, however, strongly depends on the

situation(suddenstratospheric
warming)thanof a clima- assumed vertical wind velocity at 15-km altitude. A maxtologicalaveragedistributionand are probablyassociatedimum value of 440 Dobson units is calculated over the

with too large valuesof the eddy mixing derivedfrom north pole in March. In the southern hemispherea maxithe planetarywaveformulation.This problemwill be ad- mum of 404 Dobson units is found in Septemberat 60øS.
dressedwhen a detailed parameterizationof the chemical Perhaps the largest discrepancywith observationsis that
ozone column abundances in fall over the pole, particu-

eddies will be introduced in the model.

One of the most stringenttests for validatingthe repre- larly in the northern hemisphere, are too large on account
sentationof transport processes
in the lower stratosphere of the slow removal of ozone at high latitude during the
summer. It is interesting to note that although no heterogeneousprocessis included in the chemicalschemeof the
model (suchprocesses
are thought to producethe "ozone
0 (•D) CONCENTRATION(cm-3)
JUNE
hole" observedin spring since the early 1970s), a slight
ozone minimum is predicted by the model over the south
E

polein September.
Themorphology
of tf•eozone
column

90S
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abundance derived by the model is thus representative of
the "pre-ozone hole" period.
To complete this discussionof the chemical composition
calculated by the model for present-day conditions, Figures 13a, 13b, and 13c present the meridional distributions
of three fast-reacting speciesof significant importance in
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the middleatmosphere.
O(1D),OH, andHO2. The 24-

LOG(OH Densityin cm-3)

hour averaged number density of the electronically excited
oxygen atom calculated for June conditions reachesa max-

JUNE

75

imumof about300 cm-3 in the upperstratosphere
over
the summer pole. In the case of the hydroxyl radical, the
maximum 24-hour-averaged concentration is found near
45 km in the summer case, while, in the case of peroxy
radicals, the maximum density is located near 30-km al-
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titude over the tropics. The HO2/OH concentrationratio
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is of the order of 0.8 in the upper stratosphere, but it
increases with decreasing altitude and reaches about 10
at the tropopause and 1000 in the lower troposphere.
4. RESPONSES OF THE MIDDLE
PERTURBATIONS
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It is now well recognizedthat the release in the atmosphereof chemically and radiatively active trace gases,
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resultingfrom human activities, should modify the com-

6O

position and the temperature of the atmosphereand consequentlyproduce significant changesin the general circu-
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lation and in the climate of the Earth. A comprehensive
H
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study of the possible modifications expected to occur in
the climate system requires a detailed simulation of numerous interactive processesbetween the atmosphere and
other parts of the geosphere,such as the ocean, the biosphere, the cryosphere, and the technosphere. Our purpose in this section is not to conduct such a study but to
simply determine how the model responds to prescribed
changesin the abundance of two gaseswhose concentration is known to be increasing with time.

Fig. 13. Meridionaldistributionof the 24-hour-averaged
number
Carbon dioxide, whose density is expected to double
densityof (a) O(1D), (b) OH, and (c) HO2. The densities
before the middle of the twenty-first century, is chemare expressedin moleculesper cubic centimeterper second.In
Figures13b and 13c the concentrations
are represented
by the ically inert but radiatively active, especially through a
decimal
logarithms
of theirvalues.Contour
intervals:
25 cm-3 strong band in the infrared at 15 ;tm. The presenceof
(Figure13a), 0.5 (Figures13band •3c).
this gas greatly affects the temperature of the atmosphere
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and consequently the chemical rate constants and hence
the atmospheric composition. By absorbing, and reemitting, infrared radiation, carbon dioxide contributes to the
greenhouseeffect of the atmosphere. This aspect of the

appears in the lower stratosphere, up to about 20-km
altitude.
The consequenceof the substantial coohng
in the middle and upper stratosphere is a reduction
in the ozone loss rate and consequently an increase in

problem will not be consideredin the present study, as
the temperaturein the troposphere,as well as its changes
for perturbedconditions,are specifiedrather than calculated in the presentversionof the model.

the ozone density with a relative maximum near 45 km
(20% at the equator, 27% at the summer pole, 30%
near the terminator). The result of these enhanced
ozoneabundances
in the upper stratosphereis a stronger
absorptionof solar ultraviolet radiation in the vicinity of
the stratopauseand consequentlya weakerproductionof
ozone in the lower stratosphere,where a reducedozone
density is predictedby the model. The "zero line" in
the ozonechangeis locatedat the very heightwherethe
densityof O3 reachesits maximum. Henceas shownby

Figures 14a, 14b, and 14c show for June conditions
the responseof the model for a doubhngof CO2. As
expected, the temperature decreasesabove about 20 km
(Figure 14a). The strongestcoolingis found near the
stratopause(8 K at the equator, 10 K at the summer
pole, and 17 K at the winter pole). A slight heating

Figure 14c, the increase in the ozone is limited to 0.5

to 2.8%, dependingon latitude and season. The largest
AT(K)

JUNE

60

increaseis found at high latitude at the end of the winter,
when strong downward motions transport ozone-enriched

C02 x 2
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:r In thesimulation
presented
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ratioof
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odd chlorinein the upper stratosphereis increasingfrom
2.9 ppbv to 8.5 ppbv. This perturbation corresponds
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roughly to a changefrom present conditionsto a situation
expectedto occurin the middle of the twenty-firstcentury
if the release in the atmosphere of chlorofiuorocarbons
does not exceed the emissionsauthorized by the recent
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Similar changesin temperature and ozone are shown in
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protocolon the protectionof the ozonelayer (Montreal,
September1987). The depletionin the ozonedensity at
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45-km altitude reaches 32% at the equator and 50% at
high latitude. This latitudinal dependence arises from
the decreasewith latitude of the methane density and
consequently a slower conversion of active chlorine radicals
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for this scenario is of the

should therefore be considered as lower limits.
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column abundance determined

order of 2% near the equator and increaseswith latitude
in winter and spring. During this time of the year, the

ozoneis depletedby as much as 6% at high latitude. It'
should be emphasizedthat these changesdo not account
for the effectsof heterogeneous
chemistryand that they
The change in the temperature determined by the
model is a direct consequenceof the large reductions
in the densities of stratospheric ozone. The direct
radiative effect of the chlorofiuorocarbons
is neglectedin
this calculationas it is known to be significantlylower
than the indirect effect on the temperature associated
with ozonereductions.The largest coolingtakes place at

,

,os

to inactive chlorine reservoirsas one gets closer to the
poles. As a result of deeperpenetrationof solarradiation,
a small ozoneincrease(about 5%) is found in the lower
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(

9/20

12/18

DATE

45 km at the summerpole (13 K) (seeFigure15a). In
the winter hemisphere,especiallyin the polar night where

thecontribution
ofozone
tothevalue
ofthetemperature

Fig.14.Response
oftheatmosphere
toa doubling
incarbon issmall,
theperturbation
in thetemperature
is weaker.

dioxide
inJune:
(a)
change
intemperature
(expressed
inKelvins),
Finally,
when
carbon
dioxide
andthechlorofiuorocar(b) change
in the
ozone
density
(expressed
in percent)
in June,
and(c) change
in theozonecolumn
abundance
asa function
of
bonsare perturbedsimultaneously,
the decrease
in temlatitudeandseason
(expressed
in percent).Contour
intervals:
2
peratureare almost additive (23 K at 45 km near the
K (Figure
14a),
3%(Figure
14b),
and0.4%
(Figure
14c).

summer
pole),andthechanges
in theozone
density
are
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be understood and resolved. A major problem that needs
to be elucidated is the underestimation by most models
of the ozone density in the upper stratosphere, where
ozone is highly sensitive to the local temperature. The
effect of tropical dynamics needs also to be studied more
carefully and the exchanges between the troposphere and
the stratosphere need further consideration.
An elaborate parameterization of the absorption of
Rossby waves and its impact on momentum deposition
and large-scale mixing has recently been implemented in
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also been used to study the response of the atmosphere
during the 1980s to increased emissionsof trace gases of

human origin and to changesin solar activity [Brasscur
et al., 1988b].
We intend in the near future to study the role of
chemical eddies in the transport of species, to introduce
the effects of Kelvin waves in the tropics, to include
additional chemical mechanisms such as heterogeneous
processes on the surface of ice particles in the polar
stratospheric clouds or of aerosol particles at all latitudes,
and especially for climate studies, to extend our dynamical
scheme into the troposphere and to couple this model to a
surface
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projects will be reported in forthcoming papers.
NUMERICAL

RESOLUTION

OF THE

CONTINUITY-TaANSPORT EQ•JATION

CFC

If the source term $ is expressed as
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where X is the mixing ratio of a trace constituent, P is
its chemical production rate, and L is its loss coefficient,

the continuity-transportequation(20) can be rewritten as
OX

O:•X

O'"'•q-A •

$0
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+ B•
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OX

+ C'• + OW + EX=F

where

A = -K•
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Fig. 15. Same as in Figure 14 but for an increasein active chlorine

from 2.9 ppbv to 8.5 ppbv. Contour intervals: 1.8 K (Figure
15a), 8% (Fignre 15b), and 03% (1.2% in the shadedzones)
(Figure 15c).

-K•
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tamp

ov +Kv•..,

D = W•- ø-• + -•
E=L
F--P

(Seethe notationsectionfor definitionof the symbols.)
This equation is solved by the alternating-directionim-

intermediatebetween the two previouscases(reduction
of 20% at the equatorand 40% at the polesat 45 km).
An increase of 20% is found

at 60 km in the summer

hemisphere, since at this height the effect of CO2 is substantiMly larger than that of the chlorofluorocarbons.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTUaE

WORK

The purpose of this paper was to present a full
description of an interactive chemical-dynamical-radiative
model of the middle atmosphere and to discuss selected
results obtained for the present atmosphere and for
perturbed conditions.
The calculated distributions of
the trace gases are generally consistent with observations
available on a global scale. Some discrepancies,which
have been indicated in the previous discussion,need to

plicit method[Peacemanand Rachford,1955]. The idea of
this time-splitting algorithm is to divide each time step
into two steps of size At/2. In each substep a different dimension is treated implicitly. Using a time-forward,
space-centereddifferencing scheme, the equation can be

approximatedat eachgrid point (i, j) and at time n by

n i- 1,j q' ,,$
/•i,j--

q' -i,j--i+1,j =

•.n.
n n
,,$ -- •ii,jX•,j_l

n X.n.
n X i,jq-1
n
-- 4i,j
,,$ -- ei,j

•in
yn + l + ai,j
~ xni,j+ l q' t_i,j•xi,j+l
wn+l :
i,j-'•i,j_l

•.n.
nn Xnq-1/2
~n nq-1/2
,,.I -- •i,j
i-l,j -- •i,jXi,
j
- 7i,j--i+•.,.i
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where

EAt

AAt

c• =

1

-

+

Ay•

&

=

2

EAt

BAt

1 -

+

AAt

CAt

2

2Ay2-- 4Ay
AAt

B•t

D•t

2•z 2

4•z

BAt

DAt

2Az
2 + 4Ay
-1

-

-1

-

BAt

Az 2
AAt

Ay 2

FAt
2

The two systems involve tridiagonal matrices and can
therefore easily be solved by a standard tridiagonal algorithm. This alternating-direction method is first-order
accurate in time and second-order accurate in space, unconditionally stable, and therefore suitable for the integration of the model over long periods of time without
prohibitive computer costs.
NOTATION

('), ( )' Eulerian
zonalmeananddeviation.
a

Rossby wave activity.
radius

of the

Earth.

B amphtude factor for gravity wave driving.
CF forcing term in stream function equation.
c zonal trace speed.

Ey, Ez componentsof the Eliassen-Palmflux.
Fa, Fg body force per unit massdue to Rossbyand
D0
f

gravity waves.
flux convergenceterms for entropy equation.
Coriolis parameter.

Gy, Gz meridional and vertical group speeds.
g gravitational acceleration.
H scale height.

Kyy,Kzz

meridional and vertical eddy mixing coefficients.

N buoyancy frequency.
Q heating rate for potential temperature.
q basic state potential vorticity.
S

T
u, v, w
a
-*
v

,

O*

zb, zc
a
7
•
0
#
po
d
X

source

term.

temperature.
zonal, meridional and vertical wind components.
amphtude factor for determining
Eulerian

mean residual circulation.

breaking altitude and critical level.
damping rate.
modified Coriolis parameter.
absolute vorticity.
potential temperature.
tracer mixing ratio.
basic state density.
latitude.
residual mean meridional velocity stream
function.
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